Two-phase change of sympathetic rhythms in brain ischemia, Cushing reaction, and asphyxia.
The present study was designed to determine the extent to which the brain stem neural networks, normally capable of synchronizing the sympathetic nerve discharge (SND) into 2- to 6- and 10-Hz rhythmic fluctuations, contribute to the control of autonomic reactions during brain hypoxia and/or hypercapnia. Vertebral, cardiac, and renal nerve discharges were recorded electrophysiologically in 34 anesthetized, curarized, and artificially ventilated cats. The sympathetic nerve responses to cerebral ischemia (elicited by reducing the blood supply to the brain), intracranial pressure elevation (Cushing reaction), and systemic asphyxia were tested with special focus on the rhythmic structure of the SND. It has been found that there are two phases of SND changes during cerebral ischemia differing mainly in the frequency content of the signals and less in the compound action potential amplitude. During the first phase the rhythmic generators controlling the tonic sympathetic outflow are more strongly activated, which is reflected in a stronger, more regular, and more widespread manifestation of these rhythms on the efferent neurograms. After some time the normal SND structure abruptly changes to a desynchronized activity with loss of the three main sympathetic rhythms and responsiveness to baroreceptor reflex activation. The same stereotyped changes can be observed regardless of the way in which the brain hypoxia and/or hypercapnia has been produced. Nor does the denervation of peripheral baro- and chemoreceptors substantially alter the general pattern of the responses.